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(57) A disk array controller or a disk array system 
includes a disk array control unit having an MRU 8 and 
a user data transfer control unit having host interfaces 3 
and 4 with a host computer 17. a memory 5 for tempo- 
rarily storing data, a redundant data generator 7 for gen- 
erating redundant data, multi-channei disk device 
interfaces 16a-16e and 12a~12e and a data transfer 
control circuit (DMAC) 6 for controlling the data transfer 
between the host interface, the memory, the redundant 
data generator and the disk device interface. Internal 
buses are of at least three-bus structure including a 
control bus (for MPU) 15, a host data bus 13 and a drive 
data bus 14. 
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Description 

TECHNICAL FIELD ' 

The present invention relates to disk array system 
and disk array controller having an architecture such as 
RAIDS. \ ' 

BACKGROUND ART 

In a prior art disk array cohtroller'architecture; one 
internal bus is used or two buses, that is, a control bus 
by a built-in MPU and a us6r data transfer bus' between 
a host interface arid a disk device interface are used. 

Further, as disclosed in JP-A-6-180623, a dedi- 
cated circuit such as a FIFO (First-in Fir^st-but) for speed 
control is needed between the host interface and the 
disk device. 

In the prior art. when the host interface and the disk 
device interface is of SCSI type, transfer rate and bus 
width of the internal bus of the disk array controller ki^e 
limited by a SCSI control LSI'used therein* " 

On the other hiand, in order to increase the transfer 
rate and the bus width of the internal bus of the disk 
array controller independently from the SCSI controller 
LSI for increasing the speed of the^disk array^^teni/a' 
dedicated cirojit such as a FIFO is.'nSeded beiwesJi Ihe^'' 
SCSI interface and the ihterrial bus. and in a disk array 
controller having a plurality of channels of host interface' ^ 
and disk device interface, this is a factor of high cost of 
the disk anray controller and the disk array system. ' 

DISCLOSURE OF INVENTION 

It Is an object of the present invention to provide 
disk array controller and disk array system which solve 
the above problems and increases the data transfer rate 
with a low cost. • 

It is another object of the present invention to pro- 
vide a disk array controller and disk array system which 
reduce a traffic to a memory (disk cache) to improve an 
effective transfer rate.'        - * 

It is other object of the present invention to provide 
disk array controller and disk array system which allow 
the data scattering/gathering and the parity data gener- 
ation. 

In order to achieve the above objects, the present 
invention provides a'disk array controller or a disk array' 
system which is conti-oller characterized by the provi- 
sion of a disk array control unit having 'one or more 
fy/lPUs; and the provision of'a'user diita transfer unit 
having a host interface with ^ host computer, a memory 
(disk cache) for tehrporarily storing data/ redundant 
data generation means (REDUNDANT DATA GENERA- 
TOR) for generating redundant data, a multi-channel 
disk device interface and data transfer control means 
having oheor rhore chanhels far "controlling the data* 
transfer betvveen the host^^nterface, the ^rriehribry. the 
redundant data geheratioh'means and the disk device * 

interface; and that a control bus (MPU bus) for control-, 
ling the disk device interface, the redundant data gener- 
ation means and the data transfer control means of the 
user data transfer control unit by the disk array control 
unit, a host data bus for conducting the data transfer 
between the host interface and the memory by the data 
transfer Control means in the user data transfer control 
unit and a drive data bus for conducting the data trans- 
fer between the disk device interface and the memory 
by the data transfer cbhtrol means In the user data 
transfer control unit are provided, 

The present invention is further characterized by 
that, in the disk array controller or the disk array system, 
the host interface and the disk device interface com- 
prise SCSI (Small Cpmputer System Interface) inter- 
faces such as SCSI-2. . 

The present invention is further characterized by 
that in the disk array controller or the disk array system, 
the data transfer control means allows the designation 
of a plurality of data transfer patfis between areas of the 
memory and the disk device internee. 

The present invention is further characterized by 
that, in the disk array controller or the disk array system, 
the data transfer means comprises a plurality of 
counters for designating acidresses of the memory and 
a plurality of registers for d^jg^^ of th^ 
disk d'igyicle ihtelface cprrespbW3rng"^^ respective, 
counters. ^ •     - -        - ■'^  

The present inveritioh is further characterized by 
that, in the disk array cbntfbller or the disk array system, 
the data transfer means transfers data between the 
areas of the memory and the redundant data generation 
means by using a plurality of transfer paths. 

Th0 presisnt tnventibn is further characterized by 
that, in the disk an^ay controller or the disk array systenri, 
that the data transfer control means comprises a DMAC' 
(Direct Memory Access Controller, a portion of a small : 
computer which controls, in place of ^ CPU. or an. I/O 
processor, the data transfer between rnemory<->mem-. 
ory or between memory<->l/0. It genei-ates a source 
address and a destination address necessary for the 
data transfer and drives a read cycle of the source and 
a write cycle of the destination). 

The present invention is further characterized by 
that, in the disk array controller or the disk array system, 
the data triansfer control means comprises a plurality of 
counters for designating addresses of themem'ory and 
a plurality of registers for d^ignatihg channels of the 
disk device interface corresponding to the counters to 
allow the designation of a plurality of data transfer paths 
betweeri the areas of the memory and the disk device 
interface and the input .of the data of the corresponding. 
data transfer paths to the redundant data generation 
means. 

The present invention is further characterized by 
that, in the disk array controller br the disk array systern. 
the disk device intei;t^ce is prbvided with drive iriterface 
controller one for each channel. 

The present invention" is further provides a disk 
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array controller or a disk array system characterized by 
the provision of a disk array control unit having one or 
more MPUs; arid the' provision of a user data transfer 
unit having a host interface with a host computer, a 
memory for temporarily storing data, redundant data 
generation means for generating redundant data, a 
multi-channel disk device interface and data trahsifer 
control means having one or more channels for control- 
ling the data transfer between the host interface, the 
memory, the redundant daita generation means and.the 
disk device interface; and that a control bus for control- 
ling the multi-channel disk device interface, the redun- 
dant data generation means and the data transfer 
control means of the user data transfer control unit by 
the disk array control unit, a ho^t data bus for conduct- 
ing the data transfer between the host interface and the 
memory by the data transfer control means in the user' 
data transfer control unit and a drive data bus tor cori- 
ducting the data transfer between the diskxjevT^e» inter- 
face and the memory by the data transfer control means 
in the user data transfer control unit are pro^ided. 'iihd 
the redundant data genei'ation means iis directiy cou-.. 
pled to the data transfer control means 'and ai^ranged 
between the memory and the dHv^ data bus to'reduc^ 
the traffic to the memory during the geheraitiori'of the 
redundant data,   '   '   ;^      * ' "^ ;   "  •  ' '   ' '"' ' 

The present'irwjB^ ' 
controller dr'a'l^i^aPra/^syste^ '^^^ by *e 
provision of a disk array control unit having one o^ m6(;e 
MPUs; and the prdvisioh of a user data transfer^unit 
having a host interface with a host cphfipu^er,,a.i^^^^ 
for temporarily storing data, redundant datai generator 
for generating redundant data. Ja multi^hahner disk . 
device interface and .data transferunjt . having 
one or more channels for dontrpfjing the data transfer 
between the host intertace, the memory the/ediindant 
data generator and the disk device internee; and that a 
control bus for controlling th4 disk device interface, the 
redundant data generator and the data transfer control 
unit of the user data trarisfer control unit, by the disk 
array oonti^ol unit, a host data bus for conducting the 
data transfer between the host interface and the mem- 
ory by the data transfer control unit in the user data 
transfer control unit and a drive data bus for conducting 
the data transfer between the disk device interface and 
the memory by the data transfer control means in the 
user data transfer control unit are provided, and the.data 
transfer pontrol unit allows the deisignation of ^ plurality 
of data transfer paths between the areas of^the rnenibry. 
and the disk device interface and th^ input oif the data of, 
the corresponding'daita transfer paths to the redundaiit \ 
data generator.  ' .    ,      , v .. 

The present invention further provides ^, disk array. 
controller or a disk array systerh characterized by the 
provisiori qf ja disk array control unit having one or more 
MRUs; and the provisipri <^ a user data irahsfer unit 
having a host interfacie with a host computer,'a ni 
for temporariiy 'storing data, redundant data.generator, 
for generating redundant ^ata. a.^multi-<^an     disk , 

device interface and data transfer control unit having 
one or more channels for conti-olling the data transfer 
between tiie host interface, the memory, the redundant 
data generator and the disk device interface; and that a 
control bus for controlling the disk device interface, the 
redundant data generator and the data transfer control 
unit of the user data transfer control uhit by the disk 
array control unit, a host data bus for conducting the 

. data transfer between the host interface and the mern- 
^ ory by the data transfer control means in the user data 

transfer control unit and .a drive data bus for conducting 
the data trarisfer between the disk device interface and 
the memory by the data transfer coritrol unit in the user 
data transfer control unit are provided., and redundant 
data for the user data Js geherated in.the redundant 
data generator arid transferred to the disk device inter- 
face. '\      . \. 

Namely, the present invention relates to a disk array 
. controller characterized by the provision of a user data 

,transfer control unit comprising a single or multi-channel 
' host interface, a disk cache, a single or multi-channel 

DMAC, a redundant data generator and a^multi.-channe! 
, disk device interface and a disk array control unit.having 

. \ one or more MPUs. It further comprises a control bus 
! (MPU bus) by the MPU, a host data bus for conducting 

_ ^ thed^^ansjer .b.etyyeen 
^    cache!jiid3j,%"y^ ^dat9^l3us .fbr coriduqtinlg the-.data. 
.  ^ transfer between the xlisk device interface and the disk 

cache.,., . r v^-y-.:->■ 
With tiiis arrangement, in the disk array controllerj 

even if'inexpensive SCSI interface is used for tiie host 
interface and the disk device interface, tiie usage factor 
of the internal bus is reduced by the arrangement of the 
control bus (MPU bus), tiie host data bus and the drive 
data bus and the transfer rate of the internal bus is 
improved so that a disk array system which .is inexpen- 
sive and has a higher data transfer rate is attained. 

Further, in the above arrangement, the data scatter- 
.   ing/gathering is attained by the transfer using a plurality 

of paths between areas on the disk cache and the disk, 
device interface. j 

By the above arrangement, the generation of 
redundant data (the generation of parity data) is 
attained by using the data stored in the disk cache by 
the transfer using the plurality of paths between the 
areas on the disk cache and the parity generator. The 
redundant data generator (parity data. generator) is 
directly coupled to the ,data transfer control means 
(DMAC) and allows the input of .the data on the corre- 

. spending data transfer patiis to the- parity, generator 
. \  between the. areas on the disk cache and the. disk 
>:v; device interface, and transfers |the:data on . the .disk 
.. cache to bo.t]i,the disk deviceJnterface and the. parity 

generator to al low the direct transf er of tiie . generated 
redundant data (parity data) to^the disk de^/ice without 
transferring it to tfie disk cache.;Thus.,the traffic to the 

I' disk cache during ,ttiie generation of the redundant data. 
_ (the generation, of ,:the parity .data) is s.significantly, 

reduced and an effectiye,transfer>,ratertn .the. disk array 
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system for a write command to a large capacity and 
continuous areas is innproved. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

Fig. 1 shows a configuration of one embodiment of 
a disk array system having a host conriputer in 
accordance with the present invention.. 
Fig. 2 shows a performance of a disk device used In 
the disk array system of the present invention, ' io 
Fig,. 3 illustrates the use of a DMAC of the present 

^ invention in the data transfer between a disk cache 
/ ; and a disk device,' .    ' . ' 

Fig. 4 illustrates the use of the DMAC of the present' 
invention in the data ttansfer between the disk ^ts 
cache, a parity generator and the disk cache," ^ 
Fig. 5 illustrates the use of the DMAC of the'present   ' - 
invention in the transfer between the disk cache ' ' 
and the disk device and in the abreast transfer • 
between the disk cache, the parity generator and 20' 
the disk cache. 

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTiON^^^ : ■ 

Referring to Figs. 1-5, an embodiment of the 25 
present invention is explained specif ically; Fig,-1 shows'- "^J - 
a configuration of a system'cofnprising hbst'cohpafeV'" 
17 and a disk array system 18 in accordance'with one - 
embodiment of the present irivention. The host compu-i 
ter 17 and the disk array system 18 are connect^ ' 30 
through a host interface 3. The host interface 3 is of one - ' 
channel and SCSI-2 having a two-byte width and a max- 
imum transfer rate of 20 MB/s. The host interface 3 may 
be of multi-channel. The host computer 17 accesses the 
disk array system 18 in accordance with the SCSI 35 
(Small Computer System Interface, a kind cf small com- 
puter peripheral device interface, standardized by ANSI) 
protocol through the host interface 3. 

The disk array system 18 comprises an array con- 
troller 1 and a plurality of disk devices 2. The disk array 46 
device 18 adopts an architecture such as RAIDS and a 
RAID5 redundancy is one parity disk for four data disks, 
and five disk devices are a unit for forming a column of 
the RAIDS. The disk array controller 1 has a five-chan- 
nel drive interface 16 and connects a plurality of disk 45 
devices 2. The drive interface IS is of SCSI-2 having 
one-byte bus width and a maximum transfer rate of 10 
MB/s.       -    ' . V : . . -   .        *   - ; 

Fig. 2 shows a performance of the'disk device 2 ' 
used in the disk array system 18.-Namely, a spindle 'so 
rotation speed in the disk device is 5400 rpm. a means ' 
seek time is 9 ms. a sustain data transfer rate is 7.2 
MB/s and a SCSI data transfer rate is 10 MB/s. 

A configuration of>the disk*array controller 1 is now' 
explained. The array controller l comprises a disk array ss 
controller having an MRU 8/ an MRU controller 9. a ^ 
ROM 9 and a working RAM 11 . a user data transfer con-' ' ' 
trol unit having a host internee cohtrolle'r 4. a disk cache ' 
5 formed by a DRAM for temporarily storing data at a ' 

high speed, a DMAC (Direct Memory Access Controller, 
a porion of a small computer which controls, in place of 
a CPU and an I/O processor, the data transfer between 
memory<->rnemory or between memory<->l/0 It gener- 
ates a source address and a destination address neces- 
sary for the data transfer and drives a read cycle of the 
source and a write cycle of the destination) 6 and a pai'- 
ity generator (redundant data generator) 7 and drive 
interface controllers 12a-12e provided one for each of 
the five channels of drive interfaces, and three buses 
including a host data bus 13, a drive data bus 14 and an 
MRU bus 15. The MRU 8 writes and reads for the work- 
ing RAM 11 in accordance with a program stored in the 
ROM 10 to control the DMAC 6, the parity generator 7 
and the drive interface controllers 12a'^12e of the user 
data control unit through the MRU bus 15. The DMAC 6 

' controls the user data transfer over the host data bus 13 
^and the drive data bus 14 and conducts the data scat- 
:ftering/gatherinjg which is inherent to the RAIDS. The 
iparity generator 7 generates parity data which is the 
redundant data to--the user data and conducts the 

' regeneration of the'user data when one of the disk' 
devices 2 failures. The parity generator 7 is directly cou- 
pled to the DMAC 6 and is located between the disk 

' cache 5 and'the drive data'bus 14. - 
The host data bus 13;is a user data transfer bus^ 

between'^the'-fioif^intWife^ th^ disk 
cache 5. The'drive data bus 14 i^y user data transfer 
bus between the disk cache 5 and the drive interface 
controllers 12a~12e. The MRU bus 151^ a control bus 
for controlling the DMAC 6. the parity generator 7 and 
the drive interface controller 12a-12e of the user data 
control unit. « - 

By arranging the three buses 13. 14 and 15. the 
host internee controller 4 and the drive internee con- 
troller 12 may employ the SCSI cpntrortSI which is 
inexpensive and has a maximuhn transfer rate of 20 
MB/s. Namely, by arranging the three buses 13. 1'4 and 
15. the data transfer between the host 17 and the disk 
cache 5 and the data transfer between the disk cache 5 
and the disk devices 2a~2e can be concurrently con- 
ducted without requiring a dedicated circuit such as 
FIFO (First-in First-out) other than the SCSI control LSI 
between the host interface 3 and the host data bus 13 
and between the drive Interface 16 and the drive data 
bus 14. Since the maximum transfer rate of the SCSI-2 

• having the two-byte bus width in the host interface 3 
which in the interface with the host 17 or the user is 20 
MB/s as defined by the staricteird, the transfer raties of 
the host data bus 13 and the drive data bus 14 are 20 
MB/s. respectively, and the data transfer rate of the disk 
cache 5 is 40 MB/s becaCise the transfer between the 
host 17 and the disk cache' 5 and the transfer between 
the disk cache 5 and the disk devices 2a-2e are con- 
currently conducted, and the data transfer may be suffi- 
ciently conducted: 

The DMAC 6 h^s three channels, channel 1, chan- 
nel b and channel c so that the abreast transfer using 
the three channels rriay be attained. Namely, the chan- 
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nel a is used for the. transfer betweeri the disk cache 5 -     rality of paths 204a-'204e of the channel a is used in the 
and the disk devices 2a-2e. the transfer between disk DMAC 6. the user data stored in the disk cache 5 from- 
cache 5-parity generator 7-djsk cache 5 and the transfer the host through the host data bus 13 may be divided 
between disk cache 5-parity generator 7-disk devices into predetermined sizes called stripe sizes and scatter- 
2a~2e. The channel b and the channel c are used 5    transferred to a plurality of disk devices 2a~2e- Even 
exclusively used for the data transfer between the disk when the user data is stored in a plurality of discontinue 
cache 5 and the disk devices 2a--2e and between the ous areas on.the disk cache 5, the.data in any five areas 
host 17 and the disk cach^ 5. 203 on the disk cache 5 may be scatter-transferred to 

The function of the channel a in the DMAC 6 and ... . . different disk devices 2a--2e.  ..... 
the data transfer by. the channel a in the. DMAC 6 are 10      . By changing the data transfer direction from the 
now explained. In the DMAC 6, five cache address ,disk device 2 to the host 17.,the data from the plurality 
counters 201 for the channel a, five port designation of disk devices 2a--2e may be gather-transferred to con- 
registers 202 corresponding to the five oache address -.     tinuous areas on the disk cache 5 by the transfer func- 
counters 201 and five abreast transfer designation reg- •   . tion by the plurality of paths. - .. ^ 
isters 205 corresponding to the cache address counters is \     Further, as shown in Fig. 4, by designating the par- 
201 are provided, the cache address counter 201 is a . ity generator 7 to, the port designation registers 
counter for designating an address of an area 203 on . ; 202a~-202d and designating a plurality of paths 204a-. 
the disk cache 5. The port designation register 202 is a 204d between the plurality of areas 203a~203d and the 
register for designating a channel of the drive interfaces .. parity generator ^ in the channel.a of the DMAC 6, the 
ISa-'iee corresponding to the cache address counters 50: parity data generation in the parity generator 7 by using 
202 or the parity generator 7. By the cache address the user data in the plurality of areas 203a~203d on the 
counters 201 and the corresponding port, designation . : disk cache 5 by the transfer function based on the plu- 
registers 202, the five-channel path 204 may.be desig-. \ rality of .designate, paths 204a-204d, and the transfer^ 
nated between the disk cache 5 and the drive interfaces . of the generated parity data to the area 203e of the disk 
16a~16e or between the disk cache 5 and the parity 25 cache 5 through the port designation register 202e and 
generator 7. The chanriel a JQ the DJMAC 6 has a fiincr , the cache address register 201 e are attainedr.: .: 
tion to sepMerrUaliy J^a^^ Further, .as-shown, sn Fig.. S^. the channel a-fn the:^ 
of a pluralfiy ofd^signated tra^^ 204 in a tifTie- . . DMAC 6 has a function, in addition to the data transfer 
division fashion, the abreast desigriatipn register 205 is , .   by the pluralijy of paths 204a~204d, to abreast-input the 
a register for designating the abreast transfer of the data ?o .transfer data of the paths 204a~204d to the parity gen- 
of the correspopdipg paths 204 to the parity generator .,.. . .,- erator 7,,by the abreast transfer designation registers 
7. The charinei a in the dMAC 6 has a function, in addk . r 205a-2b5d corresponding to the ^ paths 204a-'204d- 
tion to the transfer function by the plurality of paths 204. Further, by using the remaining path: 204e of the five 
to conduct the abreast transfer of the data of the plural- channels^the output of the parity generator 7 may^be 
ity of paths 204 to the parity generator 7.               ... 35  stored in the disk device 2e through the cache address 

Fig.. 3 illustrates the. use of the channel a in the register 201 e, the port designation register 202e and 
DMAC 6 in the data transfer ^etween the disk cache 5 , the abreast transfer designation register 205e so that 
and the disk devices 2a-2e.:                   . . = the data transfer between the disk cache 5 and the disk 

Fig.^ 4 jiiustrates the use of the channel a in the devices 2a-2d and the abreast data transfer between^ 
DMAC 6 in the data transfer between disk cache S-par-.. 40  disk cache 5-parity generator 7-disk device 2e in the 
ity generator 7Kiisk cache 5.                            , channel a of the DMAC 6 are attained. 

Fig. 5 illustrates, the use of the channel a in the In the disk array system 18, the, channel a and the 
DMAC 6 in the abreast transfer between disk cache 5- channel b in the DMAC 6 are used for a read command 
parity generator 7-disk device 2e. for large capacity and continuous areas,from the host 

As shown in Fig. 3, the MPU 8 designates the 45 . 17 to concurrently conduct the data transfer ;between ^ 
addresses of the areas 203a~203e of the disk cache 5 the disk devices 2a~2e and the disk cache 5 and the 
to the cache address registers 201 a'-201 e in the chan- .   data transfer between the host 17 and the disk cache;5.. 
nel a of the DMAC 6 through the MPU bus 15 and des- For the data transfer between the disk devices 2a~2e 
ignates the channels of the di;ive interfaces 16a~.16e to andthe disk cache5,thetransfer function, by the plural- 
the port designation jif^^egistei^, 202ar      correspond-, 50. ity of paths 204a~'2Q4e of;tiie.chartnel a in the DMAC 6 
ing to the cache address registers 201 a-«'201e so that it . is used to gather-transfer the data form the plurality of 
may  designate  five  paths  between  the/t areas .    diskde\^ces 2a7:2e tO;the .contint^^ 
203a~203e on the dysK cache 5 and the drive interfaces-    .caches. ..     .        ^       , . ... 
16a~16e. The disk device 2 for the data transfer is .          In thedisk array system 18;;foc a write.command for., 
preselected by issuing aSCSI conrimand and.the pathsss   large capacity.and,contir.uous areas -from the host 17. 
of the drive interfaces i6a-16e<lisk devices 2a-2e are , ^    , the channel a and theiphannel b^in^the DMAC 6 are.. 
present one. for ^e^chchannel ^^of the.,drive; interfaces. .    used to jconcurrently conductJhe data transferibetween 
16a-16e. - y.cr'r^^ i:^^:...jc^■.r:*h^        . or -    " the disk^^cacr^e^6.and:.the.disKdevices 2a-r2e and the 

Accbrdirigji^ ^wheV    tansifer.function by.the plu- .>.   data transfer.between.the host :17^nd.the disk c&che 5. 
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For the data transfer between the disk cache 5 and the C 
disk devices 2a-2d. the data transfer function by the 
plurality of paths 204a^204d of the channel a in the t 
DMAC 6 and the function to abreast-input the transfer 
data on the paths 204a-204d to the parity generator 7 5 
are used to concurrently transfer the- data of the disk 
cache 5 to the plurality of disk devices 2a~2d and the 
parity generator 7 and transfer the parity data generated 

;6y the parity generator 7.to the cache address register 
•^^201 e, the port designation register. 202e< and the w 
^^^abreast transfer designation register 205e, not through 
c the disk cache 5 but directly through the path 204e. 

In the present embodiment; the disk array controller 
conrprises a single processor and the host interface 
controller 4 and the drive interface controller 12 employ is 
commercially available SCSI control LSI which is inex- 
pensive and has a maximum transfer rate of 20 MB/s 
and no dedicated circuit such as FIFO other than the 
SCSI control LSI is present between the host interface 3 
and the host data bus 13 and between the drive inter- 20 
face 16 and the drive data bus 14 so that the cost of the 
disk array controller is reduced by a factor of five com- 
pared to a disk array controller comprising a multi-proc- 
essor (eight MRUs) and the MPU bus 15 and two 
internal buses 13 and 14 as the user data transfer 25 
buses, and the cost of the disk array system 18 can be 
reduced.. 0 -cv*: ■•■yb A 

In the disk array system 18. the parity data gener- 
ated by the parity generator is directly transferred to the 
disk device so that the effective transfer rate of the write 30 
command for the laige capacity and continuous areas 2. 
from the host 17 can be improved by approximately 
40% compared to a system which temporarily store the 
parity in the disk cache 5. . . 

Further, since the SCSI-2 which will extend as a  35 3. 
standard interface is used as the drive interface 16, a 
high performance disk array system may be constructed 
by the connection with a future high performance disk 
device.   - ^ ' 4. 

In accordance with the present invention, the user 40 
data control unit and the disk array controller are pro- 
vided and at least three buses, the control bus (MPU 
bus), the host data bus and the drive data bus are 
arranged. Thus, the use of the inexpensive interface 
controller LSI as the host interface controller and the 4S 5. 
drive interface controller is allowed and the cost of the 
disk array controller as well as the disk array-system can 
be significantly reduced.       t • 

Further, in accordance with the present invention, 
the transfer rate of the internal bus of the' disk array con- so 
troller is not the performance neck cf the disk array sys- 
tem and the transfer rate of the internal bus can be 6. 
increased and the bus width can be reduced.     " ^ 

Further, In accordance with the present invention, 
the traffic of the disk cache during the parity generation ss 
is reduced in the disk array controller and the Effective 
transfer rate of the disk array system for the write com- 
mand for the large capacity and continuous areas from" •    ^ 7, 
the user can be increased. 

A disk array controller characterized by: 

the provision of a disk array control unit having 
one or more MRUs; and 
the provision of a user data transfer unit having 

' a host interface with a host computer, a mem- 
ory for temporarily storing data, redundant data 
generation means for generating redundant 
data, a multi-channel disk device interface and 
data transfer control meahs having one or more 
channels for controlling the data transfer 
between said host interface, said memory, said 
redundant data generation means and said 
disk device interface; and 
that a control bus for controlling said disk 
device interface, said redundant data genera- 
tion means and said data transfer control 
means of said user data transfer control unit by 
said'disk an^ay control unit, a host data bus for 
conducting the dafa transfer between said host 
interface and said memory by sard data trans- 
fer control means in said user data transfer 
control unit and a drive data bus-^ir conducting 

' the data transfer between saii! disk device 
interface and said memorVTSi^^i"^b^ dfate trans- 
fer control means in said useir data transfer 
control unit are provided. 

A disk array controller according to Claim 1 charac- 
terized by that said host interface comprises a SCSI 
interface. ' 

A disk array controller accordinig to Claim 1 charac- 
terized by that said disk device interface conrprises 
a SCSI interface. ■ 

A disk array controller accordinig to Claim 1 charac- 
terized by that said data transfer control means 
allows the designation of a plurality of data transfer 
paths between areas of said memory and said disk 
device interface. 

A disk array controller according to Claim 1 charac- 
terized by that said data transfer means comprises 
a plurality of counters for designating addresses of 
said memory and a plurality of registers for desig- 
nating channels of said disk device interface corre- 
sponding to the respective counters: 

A disk array controller according to Clairh 1 charac-^ 
terized by that data is transfen-ed between the 
areas of said memory and said r'edundant data 
generation means by using a plurality of transfer 
paths.^  :    =  . . J, . • 

A disk airray controlfer according to Cfaim i charac- 
terized by that said' data transfer control means 
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comprises a DM AC. 

8. A disk array controller according to Claim 1 charac^ 
terized by that said data transfer control means 
comprises a plurality of counters for designating s 
addresses of said memory and a plurality of regis- 
ters for designating channels of said.disk,device 
interface corresponding to said counters to allow 
the designation of a plurality of data transfer paths 
between the areas of said memory and said disk io 
device interface and the input of the data of the cor- 
responding data transfer paths to said redundant 
data generation means. 

9. A disk array controller according to Claim 1 charac- is 
terized by that said disk device interface is provided 
with drive internee controller one for each phannel. 

10. A disk array controller characterized by: 
.       • ; 20 

. the provision of a disk array control unit haying 
one or more MPUs; and . ~ 
the provision of a user data transfer unit having 
a host interface with a host computer, a mem- 
ory for temporarily storing data, redundant data 25 

^ geperation ' nean? ,fqr,f»ge9erating dredunjjgnt 
./data. a.mL..^ ^:^^ 

data; transfer control njeans hs^ying one or more 
channels for controlling j,the.,data transfer 
between said host interface, said memory, said 30 
redundant data, {generation .jneans and saj.d 
disk device interfecfs: and :; . , r: 
that a control bus for controlling said multi- 
channel disk device interface, said redundant 
data generation means and said data transfer 3s 

: control means of ^aid u^er data transfer control,., 
unit by said disk array control unit, a host data 
bus for conducting the data transfer between 

. said host interface and said, memory by said . 
data transfer control means in said user data., 40 
transfer control unit and a drive data bus for 
conducting the data transfer between said disk 
device interface and said memory by said data 
transfer control means in said user data trans- 
fer control unit are provided, and said redun- 45 
dant data generation means is directly coupled .. 

. to said. dat3 transfer control means and 
, arranged between said memory and said drive 
data bu^ tp reduce the traffic to said memory . 
during the generation ofthe redundant data,    . so 

11. A disk array controller characterized by!; 

. the provision of a disk array control unit having , 

..opeor nx)re.MP,ys; and ,   - .     .. .; ss 
the provision of a user data transfer unit having 
a host interface with a host computer, a mem- 
pry.for temipN3r^ily.stpring fjjata; redundant data, 

■.generation...means .for .generating redundarit - 

data, a multi-channel disk device interface and 
. data transfer control means having one or more 
channels for controlling the data transfer 
between said host interface, said memory, said 
redundant data generation means and said' 
disk device interface; and * 
that a control bus for controlling said' disk 
device interface, said redundant data genera- 
tion means .and said data transfer control 
means of said user data transfer control unit by 

. said disk array control unit, a host data bus for 
conducting the data transfer between said host 
interface and said memory by said data trans- 
fer control, means in said user data transfer 
.control ,uriit and a drive data bus for conducting 

, the.: data transfer between said disk device 
interface and said memory by said data trans- 

, fer control. means jp said, user data transfer 
control unit are provided, and said data transfer 

. control means allows the designation of a plu- 
, rality of data transfer paths between the areas., 
.^of^said mernQry and said.disk devicejnterface 
,. artd the input of the data of the corresponding 
, data transfer patps to said redundant data gen- ^ 

eration means.-: . .. . 

12. A disk array oontrdller characterized by: r,3 

the provision of a disk array control; unit having, 
^ :Qoe or moreMPUs; and   .    rM *: ;;« -   . •. 

^-the provision .of a user data transfer unit having 
a host interface with a host computer, a mem- 
ory for temporarily storing data, redundant data 
generation means for generating redundant 
data, a multi-channel disk device interface^and 

. data transfer control means having one or more 
..channels for. controlling, the data transfer 
between said host interface, said memory, said 
redundant data generation means and said^ 
disk device interface; and \ sv. vo,.:... 
that a control bus controlling, said- disk 
device interface, said redundant data geriera- 
tion means and said data transfer control 
means of said user data transfer control unit by^ 
said disk array control.unit, a.host data bus for 
conducting the data transfer between said host 
interface and said memory by said data trans- 
fer control means in said user data transfer 

; control, unit .and.a. dr^ve data bus for conducting 
the data^^transfer. between-said :disk device 

. interface>and said m^nciory by said data trans- 
..fer .control ..mea^s in jsajd: user, data, transfer 
control unit are.pccyided, .and redundant data 

. .for the usetidata is genj^rated ioijsaid redundant 

..data generattonjDeans;and tcansferred to said 
. diskdeyiceHfiterface;::..: > vv . - • 

, 13. Adisk.€(nEay sysjtem ch^raoterized by:..* 
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a disk array controller comprising a disk array 
control unit having one or more MRUs and a 
user data transfer unit having a host interface 
with a host computer, a memory for temporarily 
storing data, redundant data generation means 5 
for generating redundant data, a multi-channel 
disk device interface and data transfer control 
means having one or more channels for con- 
trolling the data transfer between said host 
internee, said memory, said redundant data ic 
generation means and said disk device inter- 
face, wherein a control bus for controlling said 
disk device interface, said redundant data gen- 
eration means and said data transfer control 
means of said user data transfer control unit by 75 
said disk array control unit, a host data bus for 
conducting the data transfer between said host 
interlace and said memory by said data trans- 
fer control means in said user data transfer 
control unit and a drive data bus for conducting 20 
the data transfer between said disk device 
interface and said memory by said data trans- 
fer control means in said user data transfer 
control unit are provided: and 
a plurality of disk devices connected to said 25 
disk device interface of said disk array control- 
ler. 

A disk array system characterized by: 
30 

a disk array controller comprising a disk array 
control unit having one or more MRUs and a 
user data transfer unit having a host interface 
with a host computer, a memory for temporarily 
storing data, redundant data generation means as 
for generating redundant data, a multi-channel 
disk device interface and data transfer control 
means having one or more channels for con- 
trolling the data transfer between said host 
internee, said memory, said redundant data 40 
generation means and said disk device inter- 
face, wherein a control bus for controlling said 
multi-channel disk device interface, said redun- 
dant data generation means and said data 
transfer control means of said user data trans- 45 
far control unit by said disk array control unit, a 
host data bus for conducting the data transfer 
between said host interlace and said memory 
by said data transfer control means in said user 
data transfer control unit and a drive data bus so 
for conducting the data transfer between said 
disk device interface and said memory by said 

.  data transfer control means in said user data 
transfer control unit are provided, and said 
redundant data generation mesins is directly ss 
coupled to said data transfer control means 
and arranged between said memory and said 
drive data bus to reduce the traffic to said 
memory during the generation of the redundant 

data; and 
a plurality of disk devices connected to. said 
disk device interface of said disk array control- 
ler \ 

15. A disk array system characterized by: 

a disk array controller comprising a disk array 
control unit having one or more MRUs and a 
user data transfer unit having a host interface 
with a host coniputer, a memory for temporarily 
storing data, redundant data generation means 
for generating redundant data, a niulti-channel 
disk device interface and data transfer control 
means having one or more channels for con- 
trolling the data transfer between said host 
interface, said memory, said redundant data 
generation means and said disk device inter- 
face, wherein a control bus for controlling said 
disk device internee, said redundant data gen- 
eration means and ^aid data transfer cpntrol 

*' meanis of said user data transfer control unit by 
said disk array control unit, a host data bus for 
conducting the data transfer between said host 
interface and said memory by said data trans- 
fer control means in said user data transfer 
control unit and a drive data bus for conducting 
the data transfer between said disk device 
interface and said memory by said data trans- 
fer control means in sakJ user data transfer 
control unit are provided, and said data transfer 
control means allows the designation of a plu- 
rality of data transfer paths between the areas 
of said memory and said disk device interface 
and the input of the data of the corresponding 
data transfer paths to said redundant data gen- 
eration means; and 
a plurality of disk devices connected to said 
disk device interface of said disk array control- 
ler. 

16. A disk array system characterized by: 

a disk array controller comprising a disk array 
control unit having one or more MRUs and a 
user data transfer unit having a host interface 
with a host computer, a memory for temporarily 
storing data, redundant data generation means 
for generating redundant data, a multi-channel 
disk device interface and data transfer control 
means having one or more channels for con- 
trolling the data transfer between said host 
interface, said memory, said redundant data 
generation means and said disk device inter- 
face, wherein a control bus for controlling said 
disk device interface, said redundant data gen- 
eration means and said data transfer control 
means of said user data transfer control unit by 
said disk array control unit, a host data bus for 
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conducting the data transfer between said host 
interface and said memory by said data trans- 
fer control means in said user data transfer 
control unit and a drive data bus for conducting 
the data transfer between said disk device 5 
interface and said memory by said data trans- 
fer control means in said user data transfer 
control unit are provided, and redundant data 
for the user data is generated in said redundant 
data generation means and transferred to said 10 
disk device, interface; and 
a plurality of . disk devices connected to said 
disk device i.rtterface of said disk array control- 
ler. 

17- A disk array system according to Claim 13. 14, 15 
or 16 chairacterized by that said data transfer con- 
trol means in said disk array controller comprises a 
DMAC, 

18. A disk krray system accorcjing to Claim 13. .14., 15 
or 16 characterized byjhat $ald host iriterface com- 
prises a SCSIInterface../ ^ . 
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FIG. 2 
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FIG. 4 
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